
The RZR bumper kit includes pre-bent and notched tubing to create a bumper as shown in pictures.  Fit and finish 
is up to the end user.  Bumper kits can be difficult to install solo and keep things level and fitting good.  The 
bumper kit is designed to used with our hoop style cage kits and include bars and inline disconnects to tie the 
upper portion to the cage.  These kits can be used without the upper tie-ins but there won’t be much support for 
the bumper other than the lower mounts.  The kit could also be used with other cages or styles but some 
trimming or additional fitting may be necessary.

Kit includes:
1 x Lower mount plate

Standard kit comes with 2 bolt lower mount with backing plate for welding nuts.  
We have this part cut locally and have used on all models with only minor trimming.

6 x Bent and notched tubes
7 x Notched straight tubes
6 x Round end caps (steel weld-on)
2 x Spike end caps (we can include more or different styles if requested)
2 x Domed in-line disconnects (dome allows for adjustability) 

Overview	



Front	View	
Part numbers for tubing is shown above.  Part 
numbers are driver side parts and passenger side 
parts are followed with an M for mirrored.  

No hardware is included, you will need 2 bolts for 
the lower mount.  Weld the nuts to the backing 
plate.  Install the lower plate first and then the 
tubing can be installed in approximately the order of 
the part numbers.  Light tacks at first until all tubes 
are installed and fitting the way you want it to.  
Rotating of the tubes very slightly will affect the fit 
so take your time and be patient before final welding 
anything.

Part 6 ties to the lower intrusion bar of the cage.  
This tube is one piece so they you can decide where 
to position the disconnect and provide some 
adjustability.  The section of tubing where the 
disconnect will be placed can be cut from this tube 
and then the disconnect installed.
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